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Master Microsoft Expression Web 2
Build dynamic, standards-based web sites for personal or professional use with help from this easy-to-follow guide. How to Do Everything: Microsoft Expression Web 2 shows you how to use all of the versatile features this powerful web design tool has to offer. Screenshots along with detailed text demonstrate how to build your site, style it with Cascading Style Sheets, add multimedia, and enable interactivity. You&#39;ll also get details on using PHP and ASP.NET. Now it&#39;s easier than ever to get your web site up and running!

	Build web pages and add and configure text and images
	Link content in your site
	View and edit XHTML code
	Create and manage styles with Cascading Style Sheets
	Lay out pages with dynamic web templates and layers
	Organize content in tables and frames
	Create JavaScript code to add behaviors for action and interaction
	Include media elements using Silverlight, Flash, Microsoft Media, Java, and Podcasts
	Collect and validate information with forms
	Build dynamic pages with PHP and create ASP.NET web pages
	Optimize, test, publish, and manage your web site


About the Author

Donna L. Baker is a graphic designer and the author of more than 20 software titles. She has taught a number of web design and programming courses at the college level.

Rick Leinecker has written more than 12 retail video games for the PC, hundreds of articles, and dozens of books.
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Critical Social Theory and the End of Work (Rethinking Classical Sociology)Ashgate, 2009
"Critical Social Theory and the End of Work" examines the development and sociological significance of the idea that work is being eliminated through the use of advanced production technology. Granter's engagement with the work of key American and European figures such as Marx, Marcuse, Gorz, Habermas and Negri, focuses his arguments...
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Understanding the Universe: From Quarks to the CosmosWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	Lincoln's humor and personal tales do much to convey the flavor of modern particle physics research. -- Symmetry

	

	The Big Bang, the birth of the universe, was a singular event. All of the matter of the universe was concentrated at a single point, with temperatures so high that even the familiar protons and...
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Hematopoietic Growth Factors in Oncology: Basic Science and Clinical Therapeutics (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004

	Leading oncologists, hematologists, and nephrologists comprehensively review the role of HGFs in clinical practice, explain the molecular basis of their effects, and consider potential future developments. The authors focus on the use of HGFs in oncology, describing their cutting-edge application to patients with lung cancer, Hodgkin's...
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The Online Teaching Survival Guide: Simple and Practical Pedagogical TipsJossey-Bass, 2016

	Essential reading for online instructors, updated to cover new and emerging issues and technologies


	The Online Teaching Survival Guide provides a robust overview of theory-based techniques for teaching online or technology-enhanced courses. Covering all aspects of online teaching, this book reviews the latest research...
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The Atomic Corporation: Rational Proposals for Uncertain TimesCapstone, 2003
In Atomic the authors' revolutionary theory is put to the test. Looking across all sectors of business, including retail banking, financial services, telecommunications, IT and consultancy, carbon-based corporations (oil and gas companies), and consumer products companies, Camrass and Farncombe discover some real eye-openers, including...
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Mixed-signal and DSP Design Techniques (Analog Devices)Newnes, 2003

	The reader is provided with information on how to choose between the techniques and how to design a system that takes advantage of the best features of each of them. Imminently practical in approach, the book covers sampled data systems, choosing A-to-D and D-to-A converters for DSP applications, fast Fourier transforms, digital filters,...
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